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Exam
Imagine you are hired by a publisher in order to work on compiling a new reference
dictionary for German or French. The first entry your boss asks you to compile is
LEXIKOGRAPHIE/LEXICOGRAPHIE; she invites you to base your work (loosly) on the corresponding
entry of Duden or TLF (depending on your choice of language), to have also a look at the
corresponding entry from OED and to aim then for “the perfect entry of a perfect dictionary”
(she is a bit of a dreamer...).
Try to come as close as possible to writing this “perfect” entry (German LEXIKOGRAPHIE or
French LEXICOGRAPHIE) using English as your metalanguage. Your entry should describe the
vocable both from a synchronic and diachronic point of view, applying the theoretical and
descritive principles studied in class. Back your descriptive choices by brief comments.
If there is no time for covering all of the task, explain what you would have done in order to
deal with some of its aspects. If what you find in Duden or TLF already seems perfect to you,
say so and explain why.
You have access to the internet and to books and documents you brought with you.
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